Salon of fabrics and accessories for clothing
«TEXTILE SALON 2020» - September 18 – 20, 2020
AEROTOUR Company – business travel agency, is the official operator of TEXTILE SALON for travelsupport for exhibitors and guests of the exhibition.
We are ready at a high professional level to support you in organizing a comprehensive trip or to
provide a selective service.
Our capabilities:
air and railway tickets in Russia, CIS, Europe and other countries;
booking hotels in Russia, the CIS, Europe and other countries;
transportation services in Russia and abroad;
excursion service, guide and translators services;
organizing of a business dinner;
business and tourist invitations for foreign guests;
For exhibitors and guests of the exhibition, we recommend hotels located within easy reach of the
venue, where event will take place. (Moscow-City, Oko Tower).
RECOMMENDED HOTELS (All prices are in RUB)
IBIS MOSCOW OKTYABRSKOYE POLE 3*
Address: 2 Marshal Rybalko st., housing 5 (easy to get by MCC)
Metro stations: Oktyabrskoe pole, MCC, Panfilovskaya, Zorge
Logistics movement to the exhibition: 17-20 minutes through the
MCC (1 transfer)
Modern network hotel, equipped with everything necessary for a
comfortable stay. Free Wi-Fi. ibis kitchen restaurant, located on the
territory of hotel, serves a rich buffet breakfast.
Price from 5800 RUB per night
CONCEPT HOTEL 3*
Address: 1 Leningradskaya st., Moscow region, Khimki City
Metro station: Khovrino (10 minutes)
Logistics movement to the exhibition: 40 minutes by metro (1
transfer)
New modern hotel has been operating since 2015. It has 62 rooms. On
the ground floor, next to the reception, there is a 24-hour lobby bar. On
the ground floor guests can enjoy a cozy cafe with amazingly tasty
Price from 4500 RUB per night
food. Breakfast is served from 7:30 am according to the “buffet”
system, which combines a wide selection of fresh fruits, hot dishes and
pastries.
ARBAT INN 3*
Address: 6 Smolenskaya plochad, building 3
Metro station: Smolenskaya (Filevskaya, Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya),
Arbatskaya
Logistics movement to the exhibition: Smolenskaya metro station –
walking distance (2 min.), by the metro - 10-15 min.
The hotel is located in the center of Moscow, in a quiet alley,
Kamennaya Sloboda, in a separate 4-storey building. All rooms are
equipped with modern appliances and furniture, air conditioning, Wi-Fi,
Price from 5500 RUB per night
parking, luggage storage. English speaking staff. Breakfast - Buffet
cash on the spot.
MANDARIN MOSCOW 4*
Metro station: Krasnoselskaya (walking distance)
Address: 23 Olkhovskaya st.
Logistics movement to the exhibition: 30 minutes by metro (1
transfer).
A modern hotel complex, located in close proximity to the area of
three stations in Moscow. All rooms are equipped with modern
technology - satellite TV, mini-fridge, telephone with long distance
and international communication, Internet. Breakfast at the hotel is
Price from 6300 RUB per night
organized according to the system of a buffet in the restaurant
"CAFE BELLISIMO", offers dishes of Russian and European cuisine.

Price from 8200 RUB per night

Price from 11 000 RUB per night.

Price from 9 700 RUB per night.

Price from 9 500 RUB per night.

GOLDEN RING 5*
Address: 5 Smolenskaya st.
Metro station: Smolenskaya (Filevskaya, Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya),
Kievskaya
Logistics movement to the exhibition: Smolenskaya metro station walking distance (2 minutes), by metro - 10-15 minutes.
The hotel is located in the center of the cultural and business life of
Moscow, opposite the famous high-rise building of the Russian Foreign
Ministry and the historic Stary Arbat Street. The hotel has 293 rooms of
various categories. The interiors of the rooms are made in the style of
elegant classics. The rooms are equipped with everything necessary
for comfortable stay of guests: beds with orthopedic mattresses, full
blackout curtains, air conditioning, satellite TV, Internet access and WiFi, horizontal safe, mini bar, mobile charging station, organic cosmetics
and other modern facilities.
MERCURE ARBAT MOSCOW 4*
Address: Смоленская площадь, 6
Metro station: Smolenskaya (Filevskaya, Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya),
Kievskaya
Logistics movement to the exhibition: 10-15 minutes by metro.
Middle class hotel for business trips or holidays.
The boutique hotel is located in the historical center of Moscow on
pedestrian Arbat Street. The hotel has 109 rooms that meet modern
standards. WIFI, tea / coffee making facilities, Nespresso coffee
machines in Privilege rooms, gym, restaurant, bar, library and
conference room.
ADAGIO MOSCOW KIEVSKAYA 4*
Address: 2 Kievskaya st.
Metro station: Kievskaya (Filevskaya, Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya,
Koltsevaya) – walking distance.
Logistics movement to the exhibition: 7 minutes by metro
The aparthotel is located in the center of Moscow. Equipped and
comfortable apartments with private bathroom and equipped kitchen
(stove, microwave, coffee machine, refrigerator). There is a swimming
pool for hotel guests and a fitness center located on the territory of the
hotel.
RADISSON SLAVYANSKAYA 4*
Address: Площадь Европы, 2
Metro station: Kievskaya (Filevskaya, Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya,
Koltsevaya) – walking distance
Logistics movement to the exhibition: 7 minutes by metro.
The hotel is located on the banks of the Moscow River, a few minutes
walk from Red Square. The hotel has 427 spacious rooms and suites
equipped with amenities - Wi-Fi, new furniture, flat-screen TV, separate
bathroom, mini-bar and coffee and tea stock. Rooms with a panoramic
view of the Moscow skyline. Free fitness center and 3 restaurants
serving international cuisine.

At your request, AEROTUR agency specialists will book hotel you chose or will offer you other
alternative accommodation options.
Important! To reserve a hotel room, the participant is required to send a request to the email address
welcome@aerotour.ru.
Applications are satisfied upon receipt and filling the limit of hotel rooms. Reservations are based on the
invoice payment. Payment on the invoice must be made no later than the period specified in the invoice.
Otherwise, the application will be canceled.
For more information, please contact the project coordinator in AEROTOUR Company For foreign guests –
Ekaterina Potapova Phone + 7 (495) 925 30 37, E-mail: booking@aerotour.ru

